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Quasinormability of sorne spaces of
holornorphic mappings

JosÉ M. ISIDRO&)

ABSTRACT. A class of locally convex vector spaces with a special Schauder
decomposition is considered. It is proved that the elements of this class, which
includes sorne spaces naturally appearing in infinite dimensional holomorphy, are
quasinormable though ja general they are neither metrizable nor Schwartz spaces.

O. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

Let X be a ¡Iausdorff real or complex loeally convex vector space, and let
j3(X’, X) denote tite strong topology on tite dual X’ of X. In 1954, Grotiten-
dieck [3] proved tite following result.

Theorem O. For any Hausdorff lx. vector space X, ihe following
assertions are equivalení:
(a) for any equicontinuous subseí E of X’ ihere isa neighbourhood Vof O ¡ti

X such thai 13(10, X) induces on e ihe topology of unform con vergence
over V.

(Li) For any neighbourhood U of O in X diere Ls a neighbourhood y of O in
X such thai for any a >0 diere is a bounded subseí M ¡ti X with
VGM+aU

Locally convex spaces for which titese two statements hoid are said to be
quasinormable, and this class of spaces was studied in [3]. Most of the spaces
in Functional Analysis belong to titis class or have a close relationsbip with
it. On the otiter hand, titere are spaces (even Fréehet spaces) which are not
quasinormable, tite first example of such a space is dueto Kóthe in 1948. (See
[4], 10.7).
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In §1 of titis note we consider a family of l.c. Vector spaces with a special
Schauder decomposition, and proVe that its components are ah quasinormable.
In §2 we apply our result to prove the quasinorrnability of spaces of
holomorphic mappings. If E aud F are complex Hausdorff l.c. vectors spaces
and UG E is an open subset, we let H(U, F) denote tite space of ahí F—valued
bohornorpitie mappings on U, which we endow witb sorne of its usual topo-
logies: tite compact-open, tite ported a-nd the bornological topology, denoted
respectively by u0, r<~ and -u8. In [¡3,Bierstedt and Meise proved that it E is a
metrizable Schwartz space then (H(U, F), ~) is a Schwartz (hence quasi-
normable) space. In [5], Nelimarkka showed that it E is metrizable, titen
(¡¡(U, E), u0) is again a Schwartz space. In this note, we prove that if E and
Fare Banach spaces, and UC Eis a balancedopen subset of Etiten (H(U, E),
t) is quasinormable for -u = u0, ~. Note that this result is not inchuded in titose
mentioned aboye unless dim E< oc~

The autitor titanks Professor Seán Dineen and Professor J. M. Ansemil
for titeir criticism and suggestions.

1. QUASINORMABILITY OF SPACES WITH A NORMAL
SCHAUDER DECOMPOSITION

Let X be a I-Tausdorff (real or comphex) h.c. vector space. Let CS (X)
denote tite family of continuous seminorrns on X. We recalí titat a Schauder
decomposition of X is a sequence (Xn)n¿h of subspaces of X such that each
xcXcan be uniquehy represented in tite form X=EXn with xnEXn for nc 04

o
(tite series being convergent in the topology of X), and the projections
itñ:X=XXk—Xn are alí continuous.

Definition 1. X is said lo boye a normal decompos¡t¡on ~f it has a
Schauder decomposition (Xn)neH atid a fundamental system of seminornis
F<’X)C CS(X) with (he follow¡ng properties:

(a) For each nc it any seminorm of the form p¡ x. with pe F(’X,) generales
the topology of Xn.

(b) Viere ex¡sts a sequence ofpositive numbers Ñn)neo4 w¡lh x = E <oc
such Ihal. O

fi(i§cn)sttanP(xrafor x=>.x,,EX (*)

sattsf¡es fl E CS (X) whenever pa E (X).
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Remarks. Note that by (a), cacit X, is a normed spaee. By ehanging a

Imite number of 5~, we may assume that 5 > ~ for ah nc 04, hence

p (x)=~p(Xn)=XSnP(x,j=j<’x)

and by (b) tite famihy t(X) = (¡3; p E F(X) } also generates tite topology of X
and eacit ¡3 is a norm on X. Note algo that a Scitauder decornposition whicit
is normal with respect to a family of seminorms F(X) may fail to be normal
with respect to an equivalent family F1 (x).

Theorem 1. IfX admiís a normal decomposition then Xis a quas¡normable
space.

Proof. We show titat condition (b) in Theorem O is satisfied. Obvioushy, it
suffices to check titis for a fundamental system of neighbourhoods at tite
origin 0, and we sitail cbeck it for tite system N associated to any fami¡y F(X)
satisfying tite normahity requirements.

Let UcNbegiven. Titen U=(xe X;p(x)<l} forsomepeF(X), hence
by (*)

V={Y=XYn;P(Y)=S8nP(Y~J<l }
isa neighbourhood of O, and we claim that tite pair (U, V) satisfies (b). Indeed,
¡eta> O be arbitrary, and choose a positive integer n0 such that ~ 1< ~.

Ify=~y,c Vthen 5~p(y~)<l for ah nc 04, and so “Ji ~n
n

P(Yn,MX Lcza
3”

witicit sitows that E Y,IE«U.
no+1

Let us put

M=:{Zzk;2SkP(zk)<¡ 1•
We claim titat M is beunded in X. Indeed, by definition 1, given any
k, 0=k=n0 and given any seminorm qe F(X), tite restriction ql4 generates
tite topohogy titat Xinduces on >4. In particular ql>~ andpIx~ are equivalent
on >4. Hence titere is a constant Ck >0 sucb that

q(’u)=Ckp(u) u e >4, 0=k=n0
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no
Thus, for EZkCM we have

o

whieh proves that M is bounded in X. Moreover, for y =y Yk E V we have
n0 O

.v= ZYk±E ykEM±UUafld so VGM+aU.
~ n0+l

Remark. The proof also shows titat O has a fundamental system Ñ of
neighbourhoods V such titat each projection it,,(V), 0=ti <ce, is bounded
in X.

2. QUASINO1IMABILITY OF THE SPACES OF
HOLOMORPHIC MAPPINGS

In titis section, E and F are comphex Banaeh spaces and UC E is a
balanced open subset. H (U, F) denotes tite space of ah F—vahued holomorpitie
mappings on U, and P(”E, F), nc 04., is the space of F—valued continuous
n—itomogeneous polynomiahs on E. IffeH(U, F) let f=Zf~ denote tite

1.. 0
Taylor series off at O, witeref,, =: -%d”f(O)e P(”E, F).

Wc recahí titat if K is tite family of bahanced compact subsets of U and 4
is tite set of positive nulí sequences then tite ported topology t,~ on H (U, F)
may be defined by the family of seminorms

PKOUTh:EIIfnIIK+anB f=Ef~eH(U,F)o o
as K ranges over K and (a~)~ over ct where IIfnIIs=suP lIf~<’x)II where
S=K±ct~Band Bis the unit balI of E. xeS

As for tite bornological topohogy t8 on H(U, F), no explicit formuha is
known for any fundamental system of seminors. However, r~ is generated by
tite famihy of ah seminorms p on H(U, F) with tite following properties

(1) p(f)=Zp(fJforf=~~eH(U,Fjo o
(2) for ah nC 24, PIP(”E,F) ts equtvahent to tite usual norm in PQ’E, E).

By ([2], ch3, §2), for r = r0>, 5, tite sequence Xn=: PQ’E, E), n Ch, is a
Sehauder decomposition of (H (U, E), j and the sequence ~ = 1, ~, = n

2 for
n=1 satisfies tite rcquirement (*) in the definition of normahity. Thus we have
proved:
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Theorem 2. If E and F are comp/ex Ranach spaces, atid U is an open
balanced subsel of E, íhen (H(U, F), t) is quasinormablefor t = t,~, %.

Titis gives rise to tite following.

Problem 1. Is (H U, F), ), where U is an arbitrary open set in E, a
quasinormable spaee?
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